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ALPHA ANYWHERE RECEIVES 2016 INFOWORLD TECHNOLOGY OF THE YEAR AWARD   
Alpha Software Included Among Top Technology Companies, Only Rapid Mobile Application 

Development Technology Listed 
 

Burlington, Mass. — January 25, 2016 — Alpha Software Corporation, accelerating how 
developers build and deploy full mobile and web business apps, received this week an 
InfoWorld Technology of the Year Award for its Alpha Anywhere platform. Alpha Software is the 
only Rapid Mobile App Development (RMAD) technology included among the recipients. 

 

In the official announcement, IDG InfoWorld called out Alpha Anywhere as “a database-
oriented, rapid app development tool that shines at creating Web and hybrid mobile apps that 
work offline. It allows developers to build good apps quickly, with surprisingly good performance 
and nativelike look and feel.”  

  

The article goes on to give Alpha Anywhere kudos for its database and data integration 

capabilities, robust offline capability, and media and image handling. The publication also 

recognizes the massive impact that Alpha Anywhere’s mobile optimized forms stand to have on 

the market. 

“We are ecstatic to be included among top technology companies and developers with this 
award from InfoWorld,” said Alpha Software’s Chief Executive Officer, Richard Rabins. “As the 
only RMAD technology represented on the list, it shows that Alpha Software continues to be a 
pioneer in the mobile app development sector. We have seen significant growth in the demand 
for our products, due in part to their offline capabilities, and it is great to be recognized for the 
work that we have put into creating the most comprehensive tools for our enterprise customers.” 

 

Selected by InfoWorld editors and reviewers, the annual awards identify the best and most 
innovative products on the IT landscape. Winners are drawn from all of the products tested 
during the past year, with the final selections made by InfoWorld’s Reviews staff.  

 

“Like InfoWorld itself, InfoWorld’s Technology of the Year Awards are all about change,” said 
Doug Dineley, executive editor of InfoWorld Reviews. “Our Technology of the Year Award 
winners are the platforms and tools that point the way to the data centers, clouds, and 
applications of tomorrow. They're the innovations that are changing the way we work and do 
business.” 

 

To see a full list of winners, please click here. 
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To learn more about Alpha Software, please go to: www.alphasoftware.com.  

 

About InfoWorld 

InfoWorld is the leading resource for content and tools on modernizing enterprise IT. The 
InfoWorld Expert Contributor Network provides a unique perspective in the market; our editors 
provide first-hand experience from testing, deploying, and managing implementation of 
emerging enterprise technologies. InfoWorld’s website (InfoWorld.com) and custom solutions 
provide a deep dive into specific technologies to help IT decision-makers excel in their roles and 
provide opportunities for IT vendors to reach this audience. InfoWorld is published by IDG 
Enterprise, a subsidiary of International Data Group (IDG), the world’s leading media, events, 
and research company. Company information is available at www.idgenterprise.com. 

 

About IDG Enterprise    

IDG Enterprise, an International Data Group (IDG) company, brings together the leading 
editorial brands (CIO, Computerworld, CSO, InfoWorld, ITworld, and Network World) to serve 
the information needs of our technology and security-focused audiences. As the premier hi-tech 
B2B media company, we leverage the strengths of our premium owned and operated brands, 
while simultaneously harnessing their collective reach and audience affinity. We provide market 
leadership and converged marketing solutions for our customers to engage IT and security 
decision-makers across our portfolio of award-winning websites, events, magazines, products, 
and services. IDG’s DEMO conferences provide a platform for today's most innovative and eye-
opening technologies to publically launch their solutions. Company information is available 
at www.idgenterprise.com. 

 

About Alpha Software Corporation 

Alpha Software products deliver significant productivity gains to developers of all levels building 
cross-platform mobile and web business apps. Alpha Anywhere is a front-end and back-end, 
low-code, rapid mobile application development and deployment environment. Alpha Anywhere 
applications showcase built-in offline capability, easy integration with existing data and 
applications, and advanced security. Developers and business leaders in thousands of 
organizations across one hundred countries have used Alpha Software products to cost-
effectively deploy enterprise applications with outstanding user experiences. For more 
information, visit www.AlphaSoftware.com, or follow us on Twitter at @AlphaSoftware. 
 

# # # 

Alpha Anywhere is a trademark of Alpha Software Corporation, Burlington, Massachusetts. All other product 

and company names and marks mentioned in this document are the property of their respective owners. 
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